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I invite you to walk with me on Hidden Path
to access the Unseen.
~
MIMI YOUNG
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Letter from the Editor

WELCOME TO THE UNSEEN
My name is Mimi Young, and I am a Chinese-Taiwanese Canadian, living, working, and playing on the unceded and
traditional territories of the xʷməθkʷəy̓əm (Mus ueam), Sḵ wx̱ wú7mesh (S uamish), and Sel̓íl̓witulh (Tsleil-Waututh)
Nations, otherwise known as Vancouver, Canada.
ere are varied terms that describe my work: intuitive, shamanic occultist, Wu witch, all of which can mean many
di erent things for many di erent people, but distilled down to its essence, I am a spirit communicator, and my work is
to help you re-member how to connect with the Unseen with real results. I’ve created this free monthly digital journal to
support you in this way. What does the Unseen mean?
Unseen refers to a reality that we have been told doesn’t exis , but know does.
Unseen refers to the entities within our existing 3D reality that we cannot physically see, but sense.
Unseen refers to the energies that aﬀect our existence, and how we can potentially aﬀect theirs.
Unseen refers to a timeline beyond the linear and physical.
Unseen refers to the dead as being alive; this includes our ancestors and other loved ones – human and other forms.
Unseen refers to the capacity to perceive and sense signs, messages, and wisdom that defy logic, intellec , and the rational.
Unseen refers to honouring traditions that existed before patriarchy.
Unseen refers to decolonizing the need to have angible proo .
Unseen means we are never truly alone, that spirits and other beings are with us.
Unseen means by witnessing ancient wisdom, we also have the opportunity to call back and call forth the knowing that rests deep
within ourselves.
Unseen means that by seeing what is hidden in the external worlds, you also begin to see what was hidden within yourself; and by
seeing the Unseen, the unseen aspects of yourself can ﬁnally have space to be witnessed and thrive.
I invite you to walk with me. is journal serves as a starting point; you will nd more information and tools that will
support you in your own walk on the Hidden Path. In Unseen Journal debut issue, the theme is Fire. Fire as the hearth of
the home (and all its inhabitants), as sacred botanical ash, as raw desire, as accessing Life Force, and even as hot sauce (yes,
I share an old family recipe!). Fire is tting as my Mystery Mentorship Fire Module begins January 10, 2021. e Mystery
Mentorship is open to folx of all backgrounds, and is a safe container to re-ignite, deepen, and accelerate your magickal
re in a land-based, animistic way. Here is a recent testimonial from one of my apprentices:
“I just wanted to say thank you for this beautiful space that you've held for all of us. I hadn't yet written my testimonial because I feel the moment I write
something, I'm only going want to write more. [ e Mystery Mentorship] has been so poten , so magical, and it really, truly asks us to confront ourselves in the
most authentic, genuine and loving way. And I ﬁnd it to be so special, so thank you.”
— Charlene Chang, @etrechar

As a solopreneur, I would also like to say thank you ahead of time for honouring my work. Please feel free to print ONE
copy of this journal for your personal, non-commercial use and enjoyment. If you share any short excerpts on social media,
full credit and ta ing of myself @shopceremonie and the corresponding photographer must be included. If you feel called
to share this content with others in your life, only do so by using the link to join my mailing list. Refer to my notes on
usage and other non-negotiables on the previous spread.

Yours,

Mimi Young
Editor of Unseen Journal + Founder of Ceremonie

THOUGHTS ON
A N T H RO P O M O R P H I S M

e term and idea of anthropomorphism is the attribution of
human traits, feelings, intentions, or actions to non-human
entities. e word is derived from ánthrōpos ("human") and
morphē (“form"). Sources say that the term was rst used in
1753, to reference religious heresy.
is means the term is a relatively recent (in the greater context
of humanity) invention, to claim it is heretical when humans
notice intelligence, emotions, behaviours in non-human entities
such as the elements, animals, plants, the weather / seasons, and
abstract concepts. e concept is a delegitimization of animism.
It claims heresy because euro-centric societal institutions
wanted to centre humans (white humans) serving a singular,
sterile, and authoritative (white male) god, and that the concept
that humans are the only conscious and sentient beings this
white male god created and sanctioned, and everything else —
plants, animals, rocks— are “beneath” humans. And that those
who believed in animism are “primitive” and need “saving”.
What is truly heretical to me is how human-centric and
disconnected to the Land this claim is. How did we humans
survive all these centuries prior to 1753? By intellectualizing and
dismissing the Land, and thus creating separation? No, we have
survived because we understood we are part of the land.

Notice how institutions can be used as a colonialistic weapon to
indoctrinate new dogmas and hierarchies as well as to instill a
sense of fear if you don’t subscribe. Notice how the rationalizing
of our inner and subtle perceptions of the Land is a mechanism
to cut us o from intuition and the cross-cultural ancient ways
of animism, healing, and magick.
I said this before, and say this again: when I hear the plants,
when I communicate with ancestors or other spirits, when I
read nature omens, I am not speaking in metaphor. I am not
personifying. I am not engaged in poetic anthropomorphism.
My work is literal. To clutch tightly to concepts of
anthropomorphism and personi cation is the real heresy, and is
a symptom of how we have lost our way with the Land and
ourselves.
e way back is to begin acknowledging the Land’s being-ness.
Her sentience. Her language. e way back to our (your) magick
and the healing of the collective is the re-membrance of what
we have dismembered through the notion that humans are
centric to life. ❖
LEARN ANIMISM + MAGICK
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MUSING

I am resistant to the idea of a New Year’s resolution,
because we know how these are generally short lived.
Why

set

ourselves

up

for

overwhelm

and

discouragement? I sort of see them as high school
reunions – if they’re not currently in my life, what
makes me think attending a one-time event with folks
20 years later will change that? If we view resolutions as
attempted agents of change, then perhaps we can begin
somewhere familiar, and by familiar, I mean that part
of you that already exists, but perhaps you haven’t given
much space for them. What would it look like if you
began to re-kindle your relationship with the Unseen
realities? And to dare to see the invisible parts of
yourself?

9
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ILLUMINATED
ARCANA
AURA MIST
plant potion

Synergizing Mugwor , vin age
Vanilla, and Canadian Red Cedar,
this alchemy is formulated to
assist in esoteric clarity, vision,
and the connection to wisdomkeeping plants. Body and Mind are
receptive. Spirit uncovers mystery.
I am receptive to my deepest
knowing and my loving guides.
SHOP

.................................................................................................................................................................................... JANUARY 2021 | UNSEEN
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Opinion

# S T R A I G H T TA L K
ON WELLNESS
& S P I R I T UA L I T Y
I can recall a time when originality, nuance, and depth were
things to take pride in. In today’s culture one has to shrink it all
into a generic elevator pitch or beige hashtag. We are told by
marketers and in uencers that what we say must be palatable
for the mainstream. True stories— I’ve been told by more than
one (white) female-owned “wellness” studio / space / workplace
that I need to be less “intimidating” by “dumbing down” my
knowledge, that by being “too mysel ”, I’m being too niche.
ese same establishments also champion themselves as
feminists— #bossbabes that #manifest. As if being an
entrepreneur has anything to do with gender. And as if it has
anything to do with being “fuckable”. e last time I checked, I
thought basing a woman’s credibility on her body is de ned as
sexism.
I digress — we’ve arrived to a time and place where the less
something holds meaning, the more charismatic its speaker.
And we all know that charisma now e uates wellness these days.
So many of us want to hear what we want to hear— and most of
us want to hear entertaining or soothing things. is is how
spirituality has become whatever the hell we want it to be. A
cocktail of buzzwords, Eastern esoteric uotes, and a photo of
oneself living their #dreamlife — served on the rocks (of Rose
uartz, of course). A conscious life now means you add a Tarot
deck to your reception desk, incense burning in the corner,
along with an unread copy of White Fragility (a book about
anti-racism written by a white woman)— that somehow these
have become “code” that one is an informed and generally a
good human being. Or is their game about looking better than
their neighbour?
I’m not trying to gate-keep here. I do, however, feel it is
paramount to honour ancient ways and traditions from a place
of learning rather than ac uisition, and to do so with integrity,
humility, and commitment. How is what’s currently happening
within “spiritual communities” di erent than Europeans
“discovering” other lands and pillaging these lands and cultures
— whatever they like, they take, and whatever they don't like,
they demonize. (Not to mention that this year, it appears that
the Good Liberal White Woman has “discovered” anti-racism).
>>

11
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Case in point: Meditation is an ancient esoteric practice rooted in the
East. When we say, “Jo ing is my meditation” or “Baking is my
meditation, it is just as problematic as “ is G Wagon is my spirit
animal”. Only meditation is meditation. And no, it’s not to enhance
productivity. It is a sacred, mystic practice that asks you to respect not
only yourself, but all who have also committed to this practice long
before you set foot into this space.
“You got this”, “Yes we can”, “We are the ones we’ve been waiting for”,
“Let’s li each other up”, “Daily a rmations”, “Straight talk”, and a
handful other clichéd key words: dream, blessings, good, authentic,
together, manifesting, abundance, boundaries, passion, gratitude,
neuroscience, magnetism, change, and even inclusion can mean a lot of
things, and by virtue of their overuse, they have become vague, empty
words. is is deliberate. When a leader is vague, they cannot be held
accountable. (When have our spiritual teachers and wellness leaders
become neo-politicians?)
When they use these meaningless words, they are relying on you to infer
your meaning to what they are saying, and expect you to draw hopeful
conclusions. Why are we so xated on what leaders and teachers are
saying? I’m frankly much more interested in what they are doing. I nd it
immensely terrifying how all the tactics used in wellness are now being
used to create optics of diversity and inclusion. If a wellness/coaching
brand was body exclusive and white-centric before, then it would be in
error to assume that a few images of BIPOC bodies on their feed have
corrected that. If anti-racism was that one-dimensional, then every
brand would be doing it. Oh wait — they are.
All too many “wellness” leaders are drawing from a tiny, low caloric pool
of stock expressions and platitudes. Since they know much less than they
let on about wellness and spirituality, they compensate with mastered
illusions— dishonest branding, manipulative psychology, buzz words,
exploitive algorithm and SEO, a sophisticated understanding of how to
best utilize their ads budget, and lots and lots of crystals.
Over the past couple of years, I’ve been invited to attend high priced
workshops, conventions, retreats, and networking events. I’ve been asked
to sponsor by donating my products or services (it’s implied they are
doing me a favour by giving me exposure) — why would an event on
spirituality need swag bags, may I ask?! — all under the guise of
#wellness, #womensupportingwomen, #expansion, or being #badass. I’ve
always wanted to know why I’m not asked to speak or teach at these
functions, especially because their emails say they “love my work so
much”. e truth is for many folks, the cli uey popular people club in
high school continues into adulthood. (In adulthood, it's called
cronyism). ey high ve each other, proclaiming how the Universe has
their (privileged) backs (and you can, too!— if you sign up for their $15k
mastermind on manifesting!).
As I said before in previous pieces, e Emperor’s New Clothes is not a
fable, but a prophecy. at’s my #straighttalk. ❖
MORE ON MY BLOG
................................................................................................................................................................................... JANUARY 2021 | UNSEEN
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at thing you can’t ﬁnd in your
home. Is it possible that you
didn’t misplace it?

at it was

hidden from you because the
spirits are asking you to pay
attention? To prioritize something
you’ve been putting oﬀ?

HOUSEHOLD
SPIRITS

Every home contains not only humans, but
also spirits.

ese spirits may be visiting

ancestors, but most likely, spirit beings of
the home itself that are connected with

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 2, 2021
from 1-3:30PM PST
live-stream with replay

the material of the building, the furniture,

Wisdom we will cover:

charms, prayers, activities and other

• What household spirits are

practices held within the home, and their

• How they manifest in our homes

existence is alongside ours. Domestic
spirits are friendly and helpful, though
from

time

to

time,

can

also

be

mischievous. We can learn to invite,
welcome, decipher/interpret, and befriend
these beings as an animist's practice of

• Household spirit roles / duties
• What it means when things go missing / mysteriously moved
•

e importance of doors and the hearth

• Basics of Feng Shui
• Evoking / summoning bene cent household spirits

honouring land, space, and ancient

• Activities / practices that honour household spirits

wisdom traditions. We can also take

• Household spirits mentioned in myth, lore, fairy tales and what
we can learn from them

intentional steps to do these as a way to
centre Nature's ways and non-human
intelligence, and as a result, experience
deep healing, a reigniting of joy and
imagination, and a restoration of truly

• Attendees will also have a chance to ask speci c uestions
around their household spirits (available to live-stream attendees
ONLY)
• For the purpose of keeping the topic solely on household spirits (a large
category in it of itsel ), this course will not be discussing hauntings and
disturbed spirits

collaborative living.
Tickets for this e-course is available at a sliding scale, so that my
work can be as accessible as possible with attendees being able to
contribute based on their capacity. By supporting my work fairly
and e uitably, I can continue to support you. ank you.

PURCHASE TICKETS

................................................................................................................................................................................... JANUARY 2021 | UNSEEN
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Plant Spirit Healing

BOTANICAL ASH

If you're interested in
learning more about the
physiological beneﬁts of
plants or plants as
spiritual beings, discover
what the Fire Module of
the Mystery Mentorship
will be covering.

Bo anical ash, or plant soo ,
rendered from ﬁre, is the
essence of a plant's spiri .
Whether this is from the
remnants of incense or a
plant (or blend o ) burned
by high temperatures, the
ash is a sacred and useful

Plant ash is one of the oldest methods of working with plant
spirits. Early humans have always understood the power and
holy terror of re, and when plant and re are combined,
alchemy takes place. You can make sacred botanical ash by
using a small heat-proof covered vessel (such as a clay or cast
iron pot), and place botanicals inside and allow the pot to sit
in a very hot-burning re for some time (I usually allow a few
hours). is yields a pure ash that can be saved in a special jar.
(Alternatively, you can also burn your dried herb of choice
over a lit charcoal disk that is set over sand in a heatproof dish,
and allow the herb to burn. Note this method may not always
produce ash, as the charcoal must be very hot).
I then, during special moments at my altar or in some other
ritual, apply some of the ash on my head, on my wrists, on my
breastbone, on the tops of my feet, praying to my ancestors or
invoking energies such as my alter egos. (More on alter egos
will be covered in my Mystery Mentorship!) ❖

DISCOVER THE MYSTERY MENTORSHIP

magickal tool.
.................................................................................................................................................................................... JANUARY 2021 | UNSEEN
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S P I R I T T R AV E L L I N G
$100 OFF
Remote Shamanic Readings
Now until February 28, 2021.
While spots are available.
No rainchecks. No waitlists.
Use promocode WINTER100OFF

REMOTE SHAMANIC READINGS
Shamanic journeying is the oldest, cross-cultural spiritual practice, using a rattle and drum to enter
an altered state of consciousness and travel between the unseen worlds. Traveling on your behalf, I
embark on a sacred, shamanic journey, make contact with spirits (animal, plant, ancestral, and other
beings), and then provide you my ndings via a scheduled 60 minute recorded video call (with
replay link).
What to expect from a Remote Shamanic Reading:
• A Pre-Shamanic Reading Ritual
• A 60 minute video call (with replay link) that includes
― the shamanic narrative
― interpretation
― additional insights
― when applicable, ‘homework’ and/or spiritual practices you can engage in
― and if relevant, a Post-Shamanic Reading A er Care Ritual
BOOK A SHAMANIC READING

17
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ank you so very much for doing the reading for me. I have
read it a few times and again ﬁnd myself deeply moved. Your
readings are beautifully written and always resonate deeply, so
much to think abou , so much emotion for me to read them. I
o en reﬂect on your readings, they become part of my life in
such a special way.

ank you so much, Mimi <3"

– Erin Plaster, founder of @sloomb

" ank you with all my hear , Mimi. It's
amazing the 'coincidences' I'm noting. ...I'm
just in shock and crying.

ank you so much

and xie xie."
– Mona Mok, Founder of Feeding Mama
@feedingmama

BOOK A SHAMANIC READING

.................................................................................................................................................................................... JANUARY 2021 | UNSEEN
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The
hot
sauce
is
alive

Feature Story + Recipe

e Hunan bloodline in my family loves spicy, aromatic foods.
Almost every dish includes the option of hot sauce – whether it
is soupy thin noodles, saucy thick noodles, sautéed greens, or
braised meats. Gong Gong (my mother’s father), as well as each
of his grown children (all ve of them), had an entire shelf in
their fridge dedicated to hot sauces of all varieties. Smoky
peppers. Tangy ones. Chilis that had been fermented. Ones you
had to shake because the solids sank to the bottom of the bottle
with the crimson-hued chilli oil on the top. Part of this is
because as with many Chinese families, there are distinct,
almost fanatical, preferences of what type of hot sauce pairs
best with speci c dishes.
(I’ve seen this discussed at length at meals with other Chinese
friends – to the extent that if you were a casual observer passing
by, you would think they were engaged in a debate on politics.
To the Chinese, it’s not politics that is best avoided at the
dinner table, but the heated discussions of sauces or the width
of a noodle, and alas, perhaps this is because food is more
political than politics itsel ? Government policies a ect the
collective, but brand of hot sauce, well, that’s personal! I digress;
maybe I’ll share more in another issue).
Without uestion, the most beloved hot sauce of them all in my
family was the one made by Gong Gong. It was always kept in a
glass jar with a lid screened with red gingham. (We were
immigrants; we did not buy glass jars. We always sterilized and
reused old glass jars a er their original contents had been
entirely consumed – jam and pickle jars being our family’s
favourites since their mouths were o en a bit wider – and the
Bonne Maman jam jars because Gong Gong liked red).

As a child, when he was still alive, I could recall innumerable
memories of him spending an entire a ernoon in the kitchen.
ere, he would begin braising meats in a hearty stew or make
dumplings from scratch, and once he got those going, he would
begin what he considered the most important task of the day –
making a new batch of hot sauce.
e green onions (scallions) swam in a sink full of cold water,
before he began washing each stalk individually. As a child, the
mountain of green onions looked enormous on this cutting
board. He’d divide them into piles sorted by length and began
chopping them nely. He’d do the same with the chilli peppers.
Sometimes they would be the red ai chilli peppers. Other
times, depending on what was available at the supermarket, he’d
chop up jalapeños. Either case, there would be a mountain of
peppers, and an even larger mound of green onions a er all the
prepping.
When he began sautéing them in the hot oil, that’s usually when
I would take a few steps back, because of the wok tending to
hiss and splutter once he added the chilis. Plus once the
aromatics were released into the kitchen air, our eyes would
naturally tear up.
When dinner was eventually ready, we would sit all together –
usually the adults at one table, and the kids at a separate one,
with a mix of chairs and stools, and sometimes some standing
because these family dinners o en included friends-as-family. >>

................................................................................................................................................................................... JANUARY 2021 | UNSEEN
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continued from previous page

T H E H OT S AU C E I S A L I V E

For another story that involves
my Gong Gong, I share how I
met him at the grocery store in
a dream while a guest on So You
Think You're Intuitive Podcast.

Heat as accessory.
Heat as ﬂavour.
Heat as tradition.
Heat as ﬁre.
Heat as a con ainer.
Heat as lubrication.
Heat as alchemy.
Heat as magick.
MYSTERY MENTORSHIP: FIRE MODULE
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or new friends who craved a comforting home away from home. When you're
living in a country that is not where you're originally from, and are othered by
folx who failed to realize that they are also not originally from that land, you
understand the value of making friends with the othered folx. You sit together
at a table, and you share hot sauce.
e rst bite, with the hot sauce added, would uite noticeably determine the
meal’s overall volume in the home. I came from a family where meals were
(are) usually loud – the louder it was (is), the happier. Heat not only warms
the body, but also the heart.
Long a er Gong Gong’ passing, his hot sauce continues to hold us. ere’s
been days a-plenty this year of social distancing from the pandemic when I
deeply crave the vibrancy of noisy voices when you have a home full of family
and friends over for a meal. It’s led me to gather Gong Gong’s hot sauce
ingredients, and search in my drawer for a couple of used Bonne Maman jars.
Candles lit, incense burned, o erings made, prayers supplicated, rattles
shaken, and Gong Gong invited. I hum, chop, sauté, jar, and drop them o to
my parents’ and brother. Whether if it's hot sauce, heat, re, or passion, it's
meant to be shared.
Even my children at their young age, both of whom never did meet my
grandfather in physical form, also love adding a kick to what they're eating.
And o en times when they do, I would lovingly remind them of their family’s
origin – that the hot sauce they added to their bowl of Tan Tan noodles is
alive. e re of love, the re of togetherness, the re of humble ingredients
transformed – this re is medicine. ❖
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Recipe

GONG GONG'S HOT SAUCE

INGREDIENTS
• 6 bunches green onions (scallions), sliced nely along the cross section
• 1.5 lbs chilis of your choice ( ai chilis or jalapenos are both suitable), sliced nely
• 1 tbsp salt
• ~3 tbsp soy sauce / tamari (more if you’d like)
• ~1 tbsp Chinese black vinegar
• ¾ cup neutral tasting vegetable oil (such as sun ower)
*It is recommended to wear powder-free gloves when slicing chilis. Avoid touching eyes and nose.

METHOD
1. In a wok or frying pan, warm the oil on medium-high heat.
2. Add chilis, allow it to sizzle and stir ever so o en.
3. A er 3 or so mins, add the green onions.
4. Mix well, allowing it to cook for about 7-10 mins.
5. Chilis and green onions should be tender, and if not, cook a little longer.
6. Add salt, soy sauce / tamari and Chinese black vinegar; mix well.
7. Remove a tiny bit from the pan and taste to see if it needs a bit more soy sauce / tamari.
Add more if needed.
8. Fill sanitized jars to top, close with lid, and allow to cool before gi ing / storing in fridge.
9. Keep in fridge. Good for about 3-4 weeks.

Add to stir fries, sautés, noodles, rice dishes, curries, and even scrambled e s!
Please use common sense when consuming hot sauce.

................................................................................................................................................................................... JANUARY 2021 | UNSEEN
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MORE MUSINGS

Idle time is psychic time.

When fire burns so hard that the soot that’s
left is what refuels.

You can only defy the rules when you
become aware of them.

ANOINTING
PARFUM NO. 1
plant potion

Anoint yourself with this syner

of

sus ainably harvested White Sage,
Canadian Red Cedar, Desert Sage,
Douglas Fir, Pine, and Mugwort and
experience the vibrational qualities of
purifying plant smoke as a parfum.
Body and Mind are cleared. Spirit is
honoured.
23

SHOP
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TANTRIC UNION
AURA MIST
plant potion

Combining Black Pepper,
Cardamom, Ylang Ylang and
Patchouli, this fragran , spiced
syner

prepares us for the

weaving together and dissolving
into oneness. Body and Mind are
aroused. Spirit is open.
SHOP

Once I saw the Unseen,
my eyes stayed open.

I used to hesitate because I was afraid
of seeing myself.

................................................................................................................................................................................... JANUARY 2021 | UNSEEN
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P O D C A S T S P OT L I G H T

Mimi Young on THE WOKE MYSTIX Podcast
Co-hosts Imani + Ellen and myself discuss:
• What Wuism is
• My thoughts on the Age of A uarius
• How social activism and spirituality must intersect
• Mothering two magickal kids
• and so much more

LISTEN TO THIS PODCAST

25
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THE SONG SINGS ITSELF

Music o ers an accessible container for magick. With the right song, that is, the right
feeling, one can enter into a trance - a sense of non-self, if you will - that is instrumental
in accessing Qi for e ective spells. is is how I relate to music. It is an invisible potion
that when taken in, functions much like ying ointment for my conjuring, spirit travels,
and all things creative.
In this issue, I'd like to spotlight Nigerian singer and producer, Tems.
She embodies a uni ue blend of alternative RnB and Neo soul, and an almost
unbearable emotional intensity. Perfect for invokations.

LISTEN TO THE KEY BY TEMS
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WA S M Y W O R K O F VA L U E T O Y O U ?

What did you think of UNSEEN Journal, Issue 01?
How was my work of value to you?
With a contribution of $8, you can keep Unseen Magazine,
a passion project + labour of love, thriving and growing.

SUPPORT UNSEEN JOURNAL
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